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The worldwide quest for clean and renewable energy resources has triggered an intense research interest in solar-driven catalysis. Given that solar light is our most reliable
and inexhaustible energy source, its direct conversion into
storable hydrogen fuel and oxygen through splitting of water (“artificial photosynthesis”) is a highly promising strategy.
Physics and chemistry meet at new synthetic and analytical
frontiers of this competitive research area [1].
The most serious bottleneck of water splitting remains the
water oxidation half reaction with its thermodynamically and
kinetically demanding four electron transfer process. This
renders the development of efficient and noble metal-free
water oxidation catalysts (WOCs) an important and urgent
challenge. Over the past decades, a wide range of new
molecular and heterogeneous WOCs has been developed
and tested with respect to their photo- and electrocatalytic
activity. However, their design and optimization principles
still remain empirical to a large extent, because the complex
mechanisms of water splitting with different WOCs are still
intensely investigated, along with their changes under the
frequently harsh conditions for water oxidation. Concerning WOC design paradigms, for example, Nature’s oxygen
evolving complex (OEC) at the center of Photosystem II, a
cuboidal {CaMn4O5} complex, offers attractive inspiration for
structural motifs and self-healing properties.
Our systematic approach to noble metal-free WOCs covers a wide dimensionality spectrum bridging molecules and
solids, from cuboidal clusters over nanomaterials to new
disordered coordination polymer catalysts. We complement
these strategies with new ex situ and in situ analytical studies of WOC dynamics and their post-catalytic stability. The
research spectrum is rounded off with investigations into the
fundamental and largely unresolved issue aspect of WOC
assembly and growth pathways in solution.
Concerning WOC synthesis strategies, we place special
emphasis on cobalt-based catalysts, which offer attractive
opportunities to directly compare physics-inspired design
concepts with bio-inorganic approaches. In a series of case
studies on pure and lithiated cobalt oxides, we underscored
the key roles of high crystallinity and optimal conductivity in
heterogeous WOC design [2]. These insights were applied
on the electronic structure tuning of a series of La1-xSrxBO3
(B = Fe, Co, Mn, Ni) perovskite-type WOCs with increasingly metallic character upon higher extents of Sr2+ substitution. These conductivity-tuned perovskites were subjected
to standard photocatalytic water oxidation tests in order to
investigate correlations between the molecular process of
O2 evolution with gradual changes in the electronic structure
of the WOCs (using [Ru(bpy)3]2+ as electron acceptor and
peroxodisulfate as sacrificial electron acceptor, cf. Fig. 1).
Indeed we obtained clear physical guidelines for perovskite
WOC optimization, because a higher metallic character of
the perovskite WOCs led to continuously enhanced oxygen
evolution activity [3].
However, current studies of spinel-type Co3O4 WOCs as
excellent model systems demonstrate that not only the inherent structural design, but also the preparative pathways
and underlying formation mechanisms can exert a decisive

influence on the WOC activity [4]. These results illustrate
the fundamental challenge of predicting and controlling
the complex assembly processes of functional materials
in aqueous media. Additionally, they highlight paradigm
changes in current catalysis research towards a dynamic
concept of heterogeneous (water oxidation) catalysts, which
may undergo subtle or drastic structural and compositional
transformations over longer reaction times.
In contrast to the demanding monitoring of heterogeneous
WOCs under operational conditions, their molecular counterparts offer more convenient spectroscopic and modeling
options to address these central questions of catalyst assembly along with oxygen evolution mechanisms. In our
parallel line of bio-inspired WOC development, we brought
forward a series of molecular {Co(II)4O4} cubane-type water oxidation catalysts. Their first representatives, namely
[CoII4(hmp)4(μ-OAc)2(μ2-OAc)2(H2O)2] (hmp = 2(-hydroxy
methylpyridine) [5] and the [CoII3Ln(hmp)4(OAc)5H2O] (Ln =
Ho – Yb) series [6], displayed enhanced catalytic activity
due to the presence of flexible aqua and acetate ligands
around the cuboidal core. We thus showed the beneficial effect of translating key motifs of the natural {CaMn4O5} OEC
into readily accessible molecular Co-WOCs.

Fig. 1: [Co4(dpy{OH}O)4(OAc)2(H2O)2](ClO4)2 cubane water oxidation catalyst (right) with the characteristic {H2O-CoII2(O)2-OH2}
edge-site motif (top) within a cut-out of cobalt oxide (left) as a representative WOC (image modified from Song et al., 2017, https://
pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/jacs.7b07361).
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We then systematically proceeded to link such molecular cobalt cubane WOCs to Co3O4 spinels as
their heterogeneous counterparts by introducing the
[Co4(dpy{OH}O)4(OAc)2(H2O)2](ClO4)2 cubane with the special {H2O-CoII2(O)2-OH2} edge-site motif [7]. This motif had
recently been identified as the sine qua non structural moiety for efficient catalytic oxygen production on heterogeneous
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cobalt oxide surfaces [8]. The edge-site {Co(II)4O4} cubane
can thus be regarded as a cut-out of cobalt oxide surfaces,
and we demonstrated its molecular stability and high performance under photochemical water oxidation conditions
with a wide range of analytical investigations. Comparison
to a close molecular analogue with a single cobalt center
demonstrated that the edge-site motif is superior in both oxide and molecular catalysts.
Furthermore, the {Co(II)4O4} cubane WOCs opened up new
territories in the widely unexplored assembly mechanisms
of cluster-type catalysts in solution. For the first time, we
obtained an entire family of molecular Co(II)-cubanes from
a convenient synthetic protocol just by varying the type and
amount of a plain inorganic salt additive [9]. With a combination of retrosynthetic experiments and DFT calculations,
we first identified the most plausible pathways for two fundamentally different cubane types among the family. The unprecedented and strong structure-directing effect of the inorganic counteranions is currently under investigation, and its
complexity sheds light on the advanced physico-chemical
techniques that are now required to fully understand and
control cluster assembly mechanisms in solution as well as
the role of apparently innocent “spectator” anions.
Both our molecular and heterogeneous lines of (cobalt)
WOC design finally converged recently in unraveling the
first disordered 1D-coordination polymer catalyst, referred
to as Co-dppeO2 (dppeO2 = 1,2-bis(diphenylphosphino)
ethane dioxide) [10]. This exceptionally durable and commercially available electrocatalyst emerged from serendipitous chemical screening with a complete lack of long-range
order and no evident relations to known solid materials.
We unraveled its unconventional structural features with
a two pillar approach based on X-ray absorption and PDF
techniques, complemented by in situ FT-IR monitoring of
Co-dppeO2 formation and DFT modeling of competent intermediates. Surprisingly, we found that the high activity of
disordered Co-dppeO2 was due to self-organized formation
and embedment of the {H2O-CoII2(OH)2-OH2} edge-site motif
into flexible channels of the robust dppeO2 ligands, which
furthermore hosted plenty of water molecules. This inno-

vative WOC connects essential inorganic with biological
motifs and highlights the massive potential of dynamic and
disordered materials to bring forward new types of resilient
catalysts.
Despite continuous synthetic progress, the comprehensive
analysis of all WOC stages – from their formation over operational mechanisms to deactivation and decay – is still far
from routine. To this end, pushing the boundaries of analytical techniques offers exciting collaborations between physics and chemistry. Concerning catalyst formation pathways,
we showed that even binary spinel-type Co3O4 WOCs display complex temperature-dependent changes in their hydrothermal growth mechanisms. Taking non-oxide transition
metal carbodiimide (MNCN, M = Co, Ni, Cu, Mn) catalysts
as a well-defined model system, we demonstrated their operational stability with a new application of in situ XAS and
in situ Raman spectroscopy on convenient screen printed
electrodes [11]. We then proceeded to address their nanoscale analysis on electrode surfaces with the first application
of novel XUV TOF-MS techniques to such WOCs [12]. Most
recently, we used a combination of TPS and PEIS measurements to investigate the role of several {Co(II)4O4} cubane
WOCs as co-catalysts on hematite photoanodes. Molecular photoanodes are just beginning to be explored, and the
role of co-catalysts on electrodes in general remains at the
center of controversial debates. For the first time, we revealed a dynamic role of molecular and heterogeneous cobalt co-catalysts on photoanodes, proceeding from hole reservoirs to catalytic centers as a function of applied bias [13].
The future of artificial photosynthesis is bright with the power of new disordered, hybrid and dynamic catalyst types
emerging on the horizon. This new generation of materials
requires a new repertoire of lab-scale analytical methods
that enable the rapid analysis of complex disorder as well
as versatile in situ monitoring of catalysts, such as benchtop
XAS systems. We look forward to exciting interdisciplinary
work at the interface of advanced physical methodologies
and techniques with complex chemical systems.
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Fig. 2: Complementary in situ FT-IR monitoring and X-ray total
scattering/absorption strategies together with atomistic modeling
and the results of numerous other analytical techniques revealed
the innovative architecture of the disordered, high performance
water oxidation catalyst Co-dppeO2. (modified from Triana et al.,
Matter 2019, DOI: 10.1016/j.matt.2019.06.021)
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